This two-year investigation is intended to support the analysis, correlation, and theoretical interpretation of data that we are obtaining at X-ray, optical, and radio wavelengths in order to render the "),-ray data interpretable. According to plan, in the first year we concentrated on the identification and study of Geminga. The second year will be devoted to studies of similar unidentified "y-ray sources which will become available in the first EGRET catalogs.
The results obtained so far are presented in the two papers which are reproduced in the Appendix. In these papers, we discuss the pulse profiles of Geminga, the geometry and efficiency of the magnetospheric accelerator, the distance to Geminga, the implications for theories of polar cap heating, the effect of the magnetic field on the surface emission and environment of the neutron star, and possible interpretations of a radio-quiet Geminga.
We also discuss the implications of the other "),-ray pulsars which have been discovered to have high "),-ray efficiency, and attribute the remaining unidentified COS B sources to a population of efficient "),-ray sources, some of which may be radio quiet.
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INTRODUCTION
A number of common properties suggest that the family of strongly emitting "),-ray pulsars are all powered by similar accelerators. In most, and perhaps all of these pulsars, the "light curve" for emission of v-rays consists of two subpulses.
The EGRET v-ray pulse profile for the Vela radiopulsar is shown in Fig.  1 . The phase separation for it and others in this family (A_ on a scale of 0 to 1) are shown in Table  1 .
Although spectral breaks seem to occur at various energies below 102 MeV, above that energy the ")'-ray flux per unit energy (E) varies as E -2 up to energies well above a GeV. has not yet been confirmed as a 3'-ray source. The broad PSR 1706 -44 "),-ray pulse has not been resolved. despite a neutron star spin-down power which is two orders of magnitude less.
Some total v-ray
These ")'-ray pulsar family similarities support the hypothesis that the 3'-ray emission may be understood as a consequence of a common accelerator which differs among these pulsars because of their different This (as well as the polarization pattern 4 and the ratio of the optical to the X-ray intensity which has the same fight curve) indicates that synchrotron radiation is the main optical source. The magnetic field which supports efficient sharply beamed synchrotron optical-IR emission must satisfy eBh/mc << 1 eV. This inequality can be satisfied only at distances (r) from the Crab neutron star which satisfy the inequality r >> 3. l0 T cm = 0.2rtc where rtc -cA2-1 is the "light cylinder radius"
where an exactly corotating magnetosphere would move at the speed of light.
A supporting argument, which also places the accelerator/emission region far from the star in the region near its light cylinder, follows from tile Crab pulsar's total X-ray/7-ray power. The maximum net current which can flow between the star and its light cylinder is J ,--#f/2c -1 and the upper bound for the power into 7-ray emission is JAV where AV is the potential drop (along/_) through the accelerator. For the Crab pulsar (with an assumed fan beam emission geometry) AV > 1014V.
Such a large AV along B could not be maintained near the star; it would be quenched by an avalanche of e + pairs from 7-rays (curvature radiated by those same pairs) converting in the large polar cap magnetic field.
OUTER-MAGNETOSPHERE ACCELERATORS
The Fig. 4 . When all of the unrealistic constraints are abandoned e-or e + may be expected to fill most of the outer-magnetosphere gap region in those pulsars which can self sustain e + pair production there. Such pair production would involve a bootstrapped symbiosis between "r-ray or X-ray poduction by synchrotron, inverse Compton, and curvature radiation by e-/e + from e + production by intersecting "}'-ray and "},-ray, X-ra.y _ IR beams. 7,s,9 Unquenched particle acceleration regions, where E-B # 0 despite the copious e ± production in the outer magnetosphere, can exist only in places which are not effectively reached by crossing beams of radiation.
The resulting "outer-gap" accelerator geometry is sketched in Fig. 5 .
The inner boundary of the accelerator hes near the intersecion of the "null-surface" where p = 0 and the boundary of the "closed" field hnes of the star on which magnetosphere current does not flow. The thickness of an outer-gap accelerator will grow until the e + production it sustains into beams 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 1 are assumed to be from particle outflow from these special places on the same field line.] 1) Almost all keV polar cap X-rays are backscattered by resonant scattering on abundant e + pairs at r ,-_ 3R.
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2) These X-rays, usually after multiple reflections, hit the stellar surface which reemits them at kT ,'., 10-1kTpc ,,, 10-1keV. The much softer X-rays from the whole surface pass easily through the reflecting screen at r -,_ 3R and, perhaps after some reflection, through their own resonant e + scattering layer at r ,-, 6R.
3) That small fraction of keV polar cap X-rays whose polarizaiton is almost exactly parallel to the/3 they traverse at r ,,_ 3R will have only the non-resonant Thomson cross section for scattering on e-/e +. Halpern & Holt (1992) that the pulsed fraction decreases with energy, it is now seen that there is actually a faint but highly modulated pulse at energies around 1 keV which leads the peak of the main X-ray pulse by _ 105°of phase. The weakness of the modulation around 0.5 keV is due to the fortuitous superposition of these two out-of-phase components, and it appears that both components are individually highly pulsed in a roughly energyindependent manner. We shall refer to the~0.2 keV X-rays and the _ 1 keV X-rays as the "soft"
and "hard" components,
respectively. The pulsed fraction of the hard X-rays is _ 37%, similar to that of the soft X-ray pulse, but the hard pulse is Figure  2 . The time of phase 0.0 is given by TO in Table 1 now, we tentatively accept the relative phasing of the X-ray and y-ray pulses shown in Figure 2 as correct to within~0.13 cycles.
The sharp, double-peaked y-ray pulse is in marked contrast to the broad, single-peaked X-ray pulse. In § 5.2, it is argued that Geminga's high ),-ray efficiency and the 180°separation of its 7-ray peaks call for a highly inclined dipole. If so, the single hard X-ray pulse cannot be understood in terms of polar-cap emission from a dipole close to the center of the star, since both polar caps should be visible with a near 180°separation of their X-ray emission. The soft X-ray component is presumed to come from nearly the full surface of the star, and it too is single-peaked.
The simplest resolution of this problem invokes an off-center dipole, as described in § 5.5, so that the polar caps are too close together to be resolved in the light curve of the rotating star. The ),-ray pulses originating in the outer magnetosphere can nevertheless be double fan beams which are visible from most directions. The hard X-ray pulse roughly coincides with the bridge of ),-ray emission between the two main peaks, which is consistent with an off-center dipolar configuration if the ),-rays are comining from regions along the open field lines which are roughly symmetric with respect to the polar caps.
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The X-ray source counts were extracted from a circle of radius 150", and background from an annulus between radii of 150" and 250". A total of 7637 net counts were detected in the 0.08-2.45 keV band in a live time of 14,205 s. As shown by Halpern & Holt (1992) , the spectrum cannot be fitted by a single blackbody or power law, both of which leave a residual hard excess above 0.6 keV. Two-component models are adequate, and one which is particularly amenable to interpretation is a pair of blackbodies,
The intcrstcllar mcdium photoelectric crosssections ofMorrison & McCammon (1983)arc used for_(E).The four fitting paramctcrsarcthctcmperaturcsT_ and T2,interstellar column densityNH, and fraction f which isclosely related to thc ratio of surfaceareas (A2/AI) of the two blackbody components. (Forcach trial spectrum,thenormalization constantC isfixed by thc total counts,and its errorislargely systcmatic.) A full four-dimcnsional X2 gridsearchwas perforrncd, and thebestfit isshown in Figurc3. Beforcinterprcting thesercsults, itisnecessary to point out that therc arc a number of sharp features in the residuals between 0.2and 0.4keV which have been seeninothersources, and which arethoughtto reflect an as yetunsolvcdproblem in thc pulse-height analysisor thc detectorrcsponse matrix. These fcaturcs arcnot alllikely to be real, and theycontribute to an unacceptable total Xz of61 for42 degreesof frecdom.In thehope thattheovcrall continuum shape isnot significantly affected by thisproblem,a simple renormalization of the X2 valucsby thc factor42/61 was made to permit sensible confidcncc contoursto be derived.
A number of interesting results can be drawn from thisfit. First, the rclativc contributions of the two blackbodicscross ovcr at~0.6 kcV, which is vcry close to the energy of minimum modulation as seen in thelightcurve (Fig.I) .This coincidencelends additionalcrcdcnceto the idca that two components are presentin the X-rays,since they can be scparatcdboth spcctrally and temporally.Thc lower tern- Figure  5 . A summary of the best fit spectral parameters is given in 
OF GEMINGA PULSAR
where _ is the energy index. The best-fit spectrum is shown in Figure  6 , and the parameters and uncertainties are listed in Table 3 . The fit is nearly as good (Z z = 63) as the double blackbody. Since the power-law component makes a small contribution to the total X-ray flux, the fit parameters for the soft blackbody are not significantly different from those in the double blackbody model. Although the best fit T 1 is changed slightly, the confidence contours encompass the samc range of parameters, as shown in Figure 7 . An extrapolation of the power-law component with F(E) oc E-t.5 to the visible would exceed the flux of the 25 mag G" optical counterpart (Halpern & Tytler 1988 ) by a factor of several hundred.
If the hard component were to be interpreted as synchrotron emission from the magnetosphere, the local magnetic field must be such that the low-frequency cutoff at to = eB/mc lies above the optical band. This implies that B > 109 G. Therefore, any X-ray synchrotron emission would have to arise from within 10 stellar radii of the surface of the neutron star. Synchrotron self-absorption is not an alternative explanation for the weakness of the optical emission, since v,bs < 1013 Hz for this component. Although formally acceptable, a synchrotron origin for the hard X-rays seems less attractive than surface emission because it is difficult to understand why magnetospheric emission far from the stellar surface should have a single-peaked pulse. Regardless of the nature of the hard X-rays, the weak optical flux could be synchrotron emission coming from radii larger than 107 cm. The optical flux in the visible band is only !.7 x 10 ,Sergscm 2s l, which is a factor of l001ess than that of the "hard" X-ray component at 1 keV.
DISTANCE
TO GEMINGA
The softer X-ray component currently provides the only measurement from which the distance to Geminga can be inferred. Several constraints on the distance are associated with the spectral fit. For each point in Figure 4 , the normalization constant C can be converted to a visual magnitude by extrapolation of the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the X-ray spectral fit. If we assume in addition that the X-ray emission comes from the full surface of a neutron star of radius R = 10 km, then a distance can be assigned to each fit. The straight lines of Figure 4 indicate these predicted optical magnitudes and distances. Although all the information in Figure 4 is derived purely from the X-ray spectrum, a number of additional constraints can be brought to bear to further restrict the allowed range of parameters.
First, the G" optical counterpart has magnitudes V = 25.2-t-0.3 (Halpern & Tytler 1988) and B = 26.5 + 0.5 (Bignami, Caraveo, & Paul 1988) . Since the B --V color is redder than Rayleigh-Jeans, it would be unreasonable for the extrapolated X-ray spectrum to exceed the optical brightness.
This would seem to rule out distances smaller than 150 pc in with a distance of 100 pc, the uncertainty which must be associated with the use of proper motion as a distance estimator is at least a factor of 3. The proper motion is therefore not inconsistent with our own lower limit on the distance of 150 pc.) Additional restrictions on the distance can be gleaned from the measured interstellar column densities in the direction of Geminga. These come principally from absorption-line studies of nearby stars; the derived column densities as a function of distance in the Galactic plane have been summarized by Paresce (1984) and Frisch & York (1983) . The column density toward Geminga is small, but it is poorly determined because very few stars have been studied, and this direction grazes the edge of the local bubble which is devoid of neutral material to large distances in the third Galactic quadrant.
What can be most reliably extracted from these surveys (in particular, from Fig. 1 of Frisch & York and Fig. 4 of Paresce) is that N H does not rise to 1 x 1020 cm 2 until a distance of at least 150 pc is reached. It is also possible that a distance of _ 500 pc is necessary for N H to reach this value. So the allowed range of distances can conservatively be restricted to 150-450 pc by comparing the X-ray spectral fit in Figure 4 with these published measurements of the local interstellar column density.
A final restriction on the distance comes from the requirement that the apparent y-ray luminosity not exceed the spindown power lllf_, or at least not greatly, since some beaming is possible. The implied upper limit is~400 pc (Bertsch et al. 1992) . So when all the constraints are combined, the best estimate of the distance to Geminga is 250 pc, with an allowed range of 150-400 pc. The corresponding range of X-ray spectral parameters in the restricted space of Figure 4 is T1 = (5.2 + 1.0) × 10_ K, andNn =(1.5+0.5) x 102°cm 2 Of the assumptions that could affect this distance estimate, one might at first suspect the "full surface" condition, since if the assumed area of the emitting surface is incorrect, the distances indicated in Figure 4 are changed. But in fact, the acceptable ranoe of distances is insensitive to changes in the effective emitting area. Although the individual distance contours indicated in Figure 4 would change, the extrapolated optical magnitudes cannot. Neither would the fitted N H, the observed interstellar column densities, or the ./-ray efficiency limit. Similarly, the assumed form of the "hard" X-ray component does not significantly affect the fit to the soft component, so the distance limits indicated in Figure 7 are the same as those in Figure 4 . The combination of conditions restricting the distance to between 150 and 400 pc is quite robust, and a much more accurate determination of the X-ray spectral parameters would have to be made before the uncertainty in distance could be reduced. A better determination of the actual run of column density versus distance in the direction toward Geminga would also be helpful in pinning down the distance. If the distance estimate presented here is flawed, it is more likely to be a result of gross errors in the detector response matrix, or substantial deviations of the spectrum from a blackbody as considered in § 5.4, neither of which are obviously present.
INTERPRETATIONS

Into the Valley of Death
Similarities among the ./-ray spectra and most of the light curves of the known y-ray pulsars (Crab, Vela, PSR 1706 44, Geminga) suggest that a similar, powerful accelerator is operating in each of their magnetospheres. If this is indeed the case, such an accelerator would have to be located in their outer magnetospheres (r >> R _ 106 cm). This would almost certainly be true for the source of the Crab pulsar's optical radiation. Synchrotron emission seems to be the only (incoherent) mechanism which is powerful enough to produce the Crab's optical light, and the radiating e ± pairs must move relativistically to give the sharply peaked light curve. This limits the local magnetic field to B < 108 G, which is found only near the light cylinder, at rlc = c/_~10_ cm. But the arrival phase of each of the Crab's two optical pulses is identical to those of its X-rays and y-rays. This strongly implies a common geometrical location for all of the radiation very far from the stellar surface.
Independent arguments for an outer-magnetosphere accelerator comes from the COS B and EGRET observations of Geminga. First, y-ray emission remains strong up to 5 GeV (Grenier, Hermsen, & Hote 1991) . Such y-rays would be converted to e ± pairs if they crossed a B > 2 x 108 G, and thus would not be expected to escape if produced within much less than 10 R of the stellar surface. In addition, the maximum potential drop along B which can be sustained within that distance to the star is _ 10 _2 V. At higher voltages, curvatureradiated ),-rays would produce so many e ± pairs as they crossed the local B > 10°G, that such pair production would quench the acelerating potential drop. The maximum possible particle flow (No) through any accelerator along the open fieldline bundle between Geminga's surface polar cap and its light cylinder is limited to
ec where B o is the dipole field component at the stellar surface. (A current larger than eN o would itself cause a local B near the light cylinder which is larger than that from the star.) Therefore, the maximum power from an inner magnetosphere accelerator is e/Vo x 1012 V~1032ergs s 1. But Geminga's y-ray flux in the 50-5000 MeV range is~3.1 x 10 9ergscm 2s 1 (Grenier et al. 1991) , corresponding to a luminosity of 2.3 x l034 ergs s _ if radiation is emitted isotropically at the estimated distance of 250 pc. Indeed, any magnetosphere accelerator which manages to mobilize a large fraction of a pulsar's total spin-down power (IDI'_ 3.3 x 1034 ergs s i for Geminga) must be very far from that pulsar's surface unless the pulsar is near its radio death line (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; . The maximum possible potential drop between the surface and the light cylinder of Geminga is
and almost all of it must be used to account for Geminga's very large apparent L e. Because the apparent L_ is so close to the theoretical maximum (_ I1/_), it is likely that there is a favorable beaming geometry which enhances the flux in our direction.
The "outer gap" accelerator model was proposed to explain needed pair production and associated energetic photon emission in the outer magnetospheres of the Crab and Vela pulsars. Such models may have application to all of the "/-ray pulsars. A turn-off for strong "/-ray emission from a Vela-like pulsar was predicted at a period P _ 0.13 s by Ruderman & Cheng (1988) . This period depended upon the characteristic magnetic field 292 through theaccelerator which extends along the closed fieldline boundary from the "null surface" where fl • B = 0 out to the light cylinder. For an aligned pulsar, the outer end of the accelerator is at rmax = r_¢ = c/t'i. The inner end is at rml, = (2/3)r1¢, but it moves in sharply with increasing angle between the stellar dipole moment #i and the spin fl until rml,~(4/9) (#1" fi)21/l × I'll 2r1¢. The turn-off period P~0.13 s comes from taking the characteristic B in the accelerator as that at r_c. used B evaluated at r = 0.5rio which gives a ),-ray death line defined by 5 log Bp -12 log P = 69.5. Geminga, with Bp = 1.6 x 10 t2 G, falls just below this line, i.e, just beyond turn-off. However, because a substantial inclination angle between p and li moves the inner end of the accelerator nearer to the star, it increases the accelerator's magnetic field. This could account for Geminga being a strong 7-ray pulsar rather than a moribund one. Indeed, if Vela's inclination angle, 0 = cos-t (/_ . _), is~35°, and if Geminga's is~65°, then their "outer gap" accelerators could have similar local magnetic field, size, current flow and total power ). Geminga's accelerator would, however, have to span almost all of that star's accessible open field lines to accomplish this, compared to less than 1/3 of the open field lines for Vela's. With this modified inclination angle, an outer gap model which worked for Vela would probably also be applicable to Geminga. Reports of the death of such models (Bertsch et al. 1992 ) seem exaggerated, or at least premature.
Beam Geometry
Certain features of a Geminga-like outer magnetosphere accelerator seem robust enough to survive in any model of an accelerator and y-ray emission in that region. To motivate these we shall, however, use the description of an outer-gap, Vela-like accelerator (Cheng, Ho, & Ruderman 1986a ).
1. The accelerator, to avoid self-quenching by its own e ± pair production, is bounded by the last closed field-line surface of Figure 8 . There is a similar accelerator on either side of the star.
2. Electrons and positron accelerated through the accelerator are radiation-reaction limited, so that each accelerator is almost 100% efficient as a ),-ray emitter.
3. To achieve the high Lr/IfB') of Geminga, almost all of the appropriately curved open field lines which pass through the ti • B = 0 surface also pass through the outer-magnetosphere accelerator.
4. Because of e ± pair production within the accelerators, each produces a particle flux/_/of e-(e +) moving down toward the star's polar cap from its inner end, and an equal flux of e+(e -) moving outward from its light cylinder. In addition, there is a comparable flux of positively (negatively) charged particles pulled up from the polar caps which also passes through the accelerator. The total (maximum) flux of e-(e +) directed down toward the polar caps is /llBk/rc R']R2 _ 4 x 1031 s -1 . (5) rlc./ These e-(e +) will emit the curvature radiation beams 2 and 2' of Figure 8 .
5. Within the accelerator, pair-produced e-and e + flow in both directions so that the similar fan beams of radiation, beams 1 and 1' from one accelerator, will be matched by beams 3 and 3' from the other. Because of Geminga's large tilt angle 0, the curvature radiation beam 2 will only be seen by observers looking within an angle greater than 0 of the pulsar spin axis. It is less clear over how large an angle the fan beams 1 and 3 would be observable.
6. An observer could, in principle, see the three beams 1, 2, and 3 (or !', 2', and 3'). Because of Geminga's large tilt angle, the emission radius r e ,_trl¢ and time of flight and aberration differences among the three beams are small. The phase separation between beams 1 and 2 is A4b = 0.5 + 6 with 62 rJnr_c. Beams 1 and 3 will merge with separation 6. Geminga's observed A4b and the widths of its two pulses require re < 0.05r_, = 5 x 107 cm. This would imply an inclination angle for Geminga greater than 70°.
7. Because of this large angle, beams 2 and 2', and even 1' and 3, may come close enough to the strong inner magnetic field of the star to give a very substantial e ± pair production there. 
Polar Cap Heating
The extreme relativistic particles from the starward end of the accelerator will curvature radiate away much of their energy before reaching the stellar polar caps. Their instantaneous rate of such energy loss is
where rc _-(rct_) 1t2 is the local radius of curvature of the (dipole) field lines which link the accelerator to the star's polar cap. For an accelerator which begins at the radius rmin >> R, the residual energy of the e ± impacting the polar cap can be approximated as
12e "
In mc 2 _ 6.5 ergs ,
as long as E(rmin) _ E(R). Then from equation (5), and choosing rmi n _ r e _ 5 x 107 cm, the power brought down to the polar cap by particles coming from the inner ends of the outermagnetosphere accelerator is Lp _ 2.6 x 1032 ergs s-_. This predicted polar-cap luminosity is insensitive to the geometry, location, or pair-production mechanisms in the accelerator,
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butit does assume thattheaccelerator current (andpower) are near maximal. If thetwoheated half polarcaps could bedirectly observed, theywouldhave a temperature of~6 x l0 6 K. This is about twice the observed temperature T2 = (3 + 1) x 10 6 K of the hotter blackbody component.
Moreover, the theoretical polarcap heating exceeds the "hard" X-ray luminosity by a factor of 102 and is even a few times larger than the estimated total X-ray emission (see Table 4 ). While relatively small changes in Geminga's parameters (e.g., increasing the distance by a factor of 2) could accommodate an X-ray luminosity of~2 x 10 32, how the polar cap radiation is degraded in temperature by a factor of 10 remains a problem. Moreover, the observed X-rays seem to be radiated at 5 x l0 s K from almost the entire neutron star surface area of 1013 cm 2, instead of from the 10 9 cm 2 polar cap.
One possible cause for this discrepancy arises in the large density of e ± pairs near the neutron star. Their effectiveness in reflecting keV X-rays from a hot polar cap is enormously increased whenever their cyclotron resonance frequency in the strong local magnetic field matches the frequency of incident X-rays. We consider next some aspects of this problem.
Circumstellar X-Ray Scattering
In the geometry of Figures 8 and 9 , the radiation beams 2 and 2' can pass relatively close to the neutron star before leaving the magnetosphere.
(This may also be true for beams 3 and 1'.) A 10 GeV y-ray would be converted into an e f pair by Geminga's magnetic field if it came within 3 × 107 cm of the star; a 100 MeV y-ray would convert if it approached within 6 x 106 cm _ 6 R. The e ± pairs materialized from the y-rays of energy E r would themselves radiate y-rays with energy E_2) 10(E/GeV)
MeV. This second generation of y-rays could in turn also make pairs if some passed within a radius rR (E_2)/MeV) 1/3 of the star. The pair flux thus generated increases with larger inclination angles between/a and f2, and might exceed 1038 s-1 for Geminga. These e ± pairs are created mainly on closed field lines and will, therefore, ultimately be channeled into the near magnetosphere of the neutron star. Their abundance there depends upon the detailed location of the annihilation process, e.g., to what extent polar-cap X-ray emission and cyclotron resonant e ± scattering of these X-rays keep these pairs from flowing easily down onto the stellar surface. Local number densities n± > 10 t_ cm -3 and column densities in excess of 1021 cm -2 seem quite plausible for
Geminga.
With only a Thomson scattering cross section aT, these e ± would have a negligible optical depth to escaping polar-cap X-rays. However, because of the stellar magnetic field the effective X-ray e ± scattering cross section can be represented as
Here _ is the (electric field) polarization of the X-ray, and cob = eB(r)/mc. With hco _-0.5 keV for Geminga's polar-cap X-rays, and _ • /_ = 0,
Thus an n± > 1013 cm -3 at r~3 R would make an optically thick cyclotron resonant backscattering layer there. Most of the hot polar cap X-rays would then not escape before being intercepted by the star. in this way, polar cap X-ray power is transferred to the entire stellar surface from which it is reradiated at a predicted lower temperature T1, where
The predicted ratio Tt/T2 is in reasonable agreement with the observed values and their errors as listed in Table 2 . Of course, the cooler surface radiation will have to pass through its own cyclotron-resonant e ± backscattering layer at r _ 6 R before ultimately escaping. However, there is no significant further reduction in emitted X-ray energy even if some of this softer X-ray flux is also ultimately reabsorbed by the stellar surface, although the spectra shape of the emission can be affected.
A small fraction of the hard polar cap X-rays may pass through the resonant scattering layer at r~3 R without being backscattered. These are the photons with I_ x /Jl _ 0. They are moving almost perpendicular to the local B with polarization along B, so that any cyclotron resonances are not effective in amplifying their cross section. Thus, the hard X-ray component which passes through the cyclotron resonance backscattering layer might be almost completely linearly polarized.
X-Ray Light Curves
Any model which tries to explain as other than a coincidence the 180°separation of Geminga's two ),-ray peaks would need a highly inclined dipole. Then, if the stellar surface magnetic field configuration were nearly that of the canonical central dipole (two surface polar caps 180°apart, the hard~1 keV polar cap radiation would be expected to show two similar peaks separated by 0.5 in phase. Rather, the data comprise a single peak, or perhaps two peaks sufficiently close together in phase to be unresolvable in data of the present quality. This suggests a sunspot-like configuration, such as that from a dipole much nearer the surface than a centrally located one. Radiation from a sunspot polar-cap configuration should appear brightest to an observer when the star is rotated by 90°from the phase angle at which ),-ray beam 2 is observed. (Fig. 9a) . With the highly inclined dipole and sunspot-like geometry of Figure 9b , this emission direction is also near that for which some of the beam can have Io_ x B I~0 (i.e., B perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the photon), and thus pass through the circumstellar e ± cyclotron resonant scattering layer instead of being scattered back toward the star. The maximum hard X-ray intensity would then be expected at a phase interval A_b~0.25 before or after 7-ray beam 2, depending on the sense of the stellar spin.
The most difficult place for the stellar X-rays to pass through the circumstellar e ± resonance layer at 3R < r < 6R are the (8) is a maximum. This would cause a minimum in the observed X-ray intensity approximately coincident in phase with the ),-rays of beam 2 since these come to us from this same open field-line bundle direction.
The indicated phases of the total X-ray minimum, hard X-ray maximum, and ),-ray beam 2 are sketched in Figure 10 .
There is not yet a compelling determination of which of the two observed 7-ray beams should be identified with beam 2.
However, beam 2 of Figure 8 should consist mainly of curvature radiation from e (e ÷) after they have left the accelerator. It would be expected to be less intense than the sum of beam 1, which contains similar radiation from e +(e-) moving outward within and above the accelerator, plus beam 3 from inward moving e-(e +) within and above the accelerator on the opposite side of the neutron star. This suggests identifying the weaker of Geminga's two v-ray pulses (in Fig. 10 Figure 8 , then its preceeding interpulse shoulder is also suggestive of what is expected from the effects of aberration on emission at larger radii (Cheng et al. 1986b ). The model phases from Geminga's X-ray maxima and minima shown in Figure 10 are qualitatively similar to the observed ones in Figure 2 .
(A comparison of the expected polar-cap heating with the observed X-ray luminosity can also be made for the Vela pulsar. Here the fl and B are larger, but the fraction of open field lines subtended by the accelerator is probably of order 10% so that the expected polar-cap heating is~4 × 1032 ergs s t, about the same as for Geminga. The observed X-ray luminosity in the Vela point source is 4.3 x 1032 ergs s - 1 [t3gelman et al. 1992] , which is in excellent agreement with such a model, but the inferred emitting area of 0.1 times 4nR z is more difficult to understand:
although it is much larger than the polar cap, it is still much smaller than the full surface.)
Neutron Star Cooling Curves
In the above interpretation, the soft X-ray component of luminosity _5.4 × 1031 ergs s -1 comes from the stellar surface. Since the observed temperature of 5 x 105 K falls on the theoretical neutron star cooling curves, there may be no necessary reason to attribute the soft X-ray luminosity exclusively (or even mainly) to polar-cap heating. In view of the highly efficient conversion of the 3 × 1034 ergs s _ spin-down power to radiation, it is remarkable that the soft X-rays from Geminga still fall within the range allowed by the cooling curves. The predictions of a variety of models as presented by Page & Applegate (1992) fall in the range (1-7) × 105 for a neutron star of age 3 × 105 yr, and the Geminga data do not strongly discriminate among these. However, Page (1993) These facts together are consistent with the interpretation of the soft X-ray spectrum in both of these stars as "normal" photospheric emission.
Magnetized Neutron Star Atmospheres
The X-ray spectrum emergent from a realistic neutron star atmosphere can deviate substantially from a blackbody because of the nongray opacity (Romani 1987) . The observed spectrum is generally harder than a blackbody at the given effective temperature.
The surface magnetic field ameliorates this effect to some extent, but also introduces rotational modulation because the radiative opacity and heat conduction are anisotropic (Miller 1992; Shibanov et al. 1992 Shibanov et al. , 1993 Ventura et al. 1993 (Fig. 3) . The inclusion of bound-free opacity causes sharper deviations from a blackbody (Miller 1992; Shibanov et al. 1993 ).
The theoretical spectrum closely follows a blackbody below the photoionization threshold of hydrogen, which is at~200 eV for B _ 2 x 10 _2 G. Deviations can be substantial above this energy. In particular, the spectra fall below the blackbody between 0.2 and 0.6 keV, but rise to as high as 10 times the blackbody flux at 1 keV. Miller (1992) Fig. 9 ). For this radio-suppressing mechanism to be effective, both a high efficiency for converting spin-down power into "_,-rays, and a large inclination so that a significant fraction of these ),-rays pass close enough to the star to be converted into e ± pairs, are needed. sources, and the larger scale height decreases the distance and hence the luminosity at which they should be detected. The number of" confirmed" COS B sources above a threshold of~3 x 10 -t°ergs cm -2 s -1 is only eight. The average height above the Galactic plane for these is 2?7, which is roughly twice that of the 24 sources in the 2CG catalog (Swanenburg et al. 1981 ). Many of the former "sources" closest to the plane were in reality enhancements in the diffuse flux. But 10 new sources were suggested by the reanalysis. These have lower fluxes, and an even larger scale height of 6°. Presumably the better background model enables fainter sources to be found only slightly away from the plane, so that their latitude distribution probably overestimates the true scale height of the Galactic y-rays source population. If a population of young pulsars is to account for the COS B sources, they should have a scale height of~80 pc, reflecting the location of their birth in a young stellar population. Adopting a scale height of 3°implies a typical distance of 1.5 kpc, rather than the 2-7 kpc originally assumed by Swanenburg et at. (1981) .
The number of potential sources with flux greater than
Fmi n _ 3 × 10-t°ergs cm 2 s t can be estimated from the birth rate of pulsars in the solar neighborhood,~2.2 x 10-5 yr t kpc-Z (Lyne & Smith 1990) . If the apparent y-ray luminosity is a fraction _/ of the spindown power, then L_ = 4
x 103tr/Bz2P-* ergs s 1, where BI2 is the surface field in units of 1012 G. (Any increase in apparent luminosity due to beaming is considered here to be included in r/.) The characteristic age of a pulsar is r = 1.6 x 107P2Bt 2 yr, so the maximum distance to which a pulsar of age r could be detected is rmax = (Lr/41tFmin)l/2 = 5.3t/I/2(B12 Z5)-t kpc, where z5 is the age in units of 105 yr. The efficiency r/is very likely a function of age, as indicated by the trend among the four known y-ray pulsars. A typical value for r/of0.1 will first be examined, and then a parameterization of the form r/= 0.2r5 will be used. Since pulsars younger than age zs would be detectable at the distance r .... the surface density of detectable pulsars at a distance r is a(r) = 2.2_ 5 fl = 11.6r/llzfl(Bz2 r)-z kpc-2, where fl is the fraction of y-ray pulsars whose beaming allows detection by us. For the case of constant r/, the total number of detectable pulsars to a distance D is then where D is in kiloparsecs. A typical value of D can be the distance at which the flux of a Vela-like pulsar would equal Fmin, or _3 kpc. For t/fl2 _ 0.1 and Bt2 _ 3, we find N _ 23, which can account for the COS B sources.
For a model in which r/= 0.2_5, the maximum distance to which a pulsar is detected can be written as rmax = 2.4Bt_zf 1/2 kpc, and the surface density of detectable pulsars at a distance r is a(r)= 12(B12r)-2fl kpc 2. The total number of detectable pulsars is then j'om, 76fl (Dma_mi_) N = 2nrdrtr(r) ---In (12) Drain --
